NANOS Recognizes Its Members [2018]!

NANOS Honors & Awards

Thomas Carlow Distinguished Service Award
2018 Recipient: Jonathan D. Trobe, MD

Daniel M. Jacobson Memorial Lecture
2018 Recipient: Jonathan C. Horton, MD, PhD
Vascular supply of the occipital lobe explains why certain patterns of visual field loss from embolic stroke are common and others are prohibited

William Hoyt Lecture at the Annual AAO Meeting
2018 Recipient: Joseph F. Rizzo III, MD
Unraveling the Enigma of Non-Arteritic Anterior Ischemic Optic Neuropathy

NANOS Merit Award
2018 Recipients:
- Daniel Gold, MD
- Matthew Kay, MD
- Klara Landau, MD
- Nancy Lombardo

NANOS Women in Neuro-Ophthalmology Leadership Training Award
2018 Recipient: Kim Winges, MD

Pilot Research Grant
2018 Recipients:
- Clare Fraser, MD - Is Visual Snow a Thalamo-Cortical Dysrhythmia of the Visual Processing System? - A MEG Study
- Kim Gokoffski, MD, PhD - Electric Fields Direct Retinal Ganglion Cell Axon Growth by Modulating GTPase Signaling

NANOS Spotlight

NANOS Honors & Awards

Thomas and Susan Carlow Young Investigator Award
2018 Recipient: Kimberly Gokoffski, MD, PhD - Physiological Electrical Fields Direct Retinal Ganglion Cell Neuritis Growth

Yearly Meeting Awards
Best abstract by a fellow, resident and student
Best Frank B. Walsh presentation by a fellow

Fight for Sight NANOS Post Doctoral Fellowship Award
2018 Recipient: Ryan Gise, MD
The Epidemiology of Traumatic Pediatric Visual Pathway Injuries